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Highlights
1. EC issues consultation regarding state aid framework for banks and proposes changes to the Central

Securities Depositories Regulation

2. ECB publishes assessment on banks’ disclosure of climate and environmental risks

3. SRB issues operational guidance on the identification and mobilization of collateral in resolution

4. ESAs publish statement warning consumers on the risks of crypto-assets

5. FATF publishes recommendations to combat ML/TF

Global

● FATF publishes recommendations to combat ML/TF
To set out a framework of measures which countries should implement in order to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing, as well as the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

● IOSCO publishes 2022 sustainable finance work plan
Includes a review of the proposed climate and general sustainability disclosure requirements and will foster its
engagement with national regulators and market participants for the implementation of its recommendations.

● BCBS issues newsletter on artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
Provides greater detail on its internal discussion regarding AI and ML, believing it to be useful for both
supervisor and bank. For informational purposes only.

Europe

● EC issues consultation regarding state aid framework for banks
It seeks to evaluate to what extent the framework has preserved financial stability and minimized competition
distortions. It focuses on effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence and EU added value. Deadline: Jun 9

● EC proposes changes to the Central Securities Depositories Regulation
Seeks to have simpler rules to make settlement in EU financial markets safer and more efficient while
safeguarding financial stability. The proposal is a key component of the 2020 CMU Action Plan.
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https://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF%20Recommendations%202012.pdf
https://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS635.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs_nl27.htm?utm_source=European+Banking+Federation+newsletters+and+updates&utm_campaign=f9664363af-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_04_25_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_088668d33b-f9664363af-80193547&mc_cid=f9664363af&mc_eid=c717b96fac
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13324-State-aid-rules-for-banks-in-difficulty-evaluation_en
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_1729


● ECB publishes assessment on banks’ disclosure of climate and environmental risks
There have been improvements, but banks do not fully meet supervisory expectations. Banks' disclosure of key
metrics is not sufficiently in line with supervisor expectations and disclosures are not sufficiently substantiated.

● SRB issues operational guidance on the identification and mobilization of collateral
It focuses on 3 objectives: i) collateral governance and management; ii) capacity to identify collateral; and iii)
capacity to mobilize collateral.

● ESAs publish statement warning consumers on the risks of crypto-assets
Highlights that these assets are not suitable for most retail consumers as an investment or means of payment
or exchange and they typically fall outside existing protection under current EU financial services rules.

● EBA issues statement on compliance with sanctions against Russia
It seeks to ensure the implementation of restrictive measures, collecting queries on its scope and channeling
them to the EC. It will monitor the situation, to inform on the actions needed to mitigate risks.

● ESMA publishes its assessment on EC’s MIFIR review proposal
It focuses on the establishment of the consolidated tape provider (CTP) but also includes elements such as
equity and non-equity transparency, reporting and payment for order flow.

● ESMA publishes its peer review report on the supervision of cross-border activities
Identifies the need for home NCAs to significantly improve their approach including calibrating their supervisory
work to the nature, scale and complexity of those firms’ cross-border activities and the risks they pose.

● ESMA issues statement on the regulatory response to the war in Ukraine
It is monitoring the impact of the crisis on financial markets, and states its preparedness to use relevant tools to
guarantee the orderly functioning of markets, financial stability and investor protection.

● EIOPA publishes report on the modeling of market and credit risk in internal models
Provides an up-to-date overview of modeling approaches and presumed causes of dispersion in model
outputs. It covers close to 100% of the EUR investments of undertakings that have approved internal models.

United Kingdom

● PRA consults on proposals to amend a series of technical standards and rules
It proposes minor changes affecting Solvency II and CRR firms (leverage ratio, LCR reporting, ICAAP, NSFR
templates and disclosure, standardized and IRB approaches for credit risk, among other issues). Deadline:
May 10, 2022.

● FCA consults on ancillary activities exemption for commodity derivatives
Propose to make changes to the perimeter guidance manual to clarify the application of the MIFID II Ancillary
Activities Test in the absence of overall market size data. Deadline: April 11, 2022.
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https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2022/html/ssm.pr220314~37303fd463.en.html
https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/content/srb-publishes-operational-guidance-identification-and-mobilisation-collateral-resolution
https://www.eba.europa.eu/eu-financial-regulators-warn-consumers-risks-crypto-assets
https://www.eba.europa.eu/eba-calls-financial-institutions-ensure-compliance-sanctions-against-russia-following-invasion
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-published-its-assessment-and-recommendations-ec%E2%80%99s-mifir-review-proposal
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma42-111-5534_report_peer_review_cross_border_activities_investment_firms.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-finds-shortcomings-in-supervision-cross-border-investment-activities-and
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-coordinates-regulatory-response-war-in-ukraine-and-its-impact-eu-financial
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/media/news/eiopa-publishes-results-its-yearly-study-modelling-of-market-and-credit-risk-internal
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2022/march/occassional-consultation-paper-march-2022
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/update-market-share-test-ancillary-activities-exemption-commodity-derivatives


United States

● FDIC publishes Financial Institution Letter rescinding measures related to annual report filing
Rescinds FIL-30-2020, which provided a 45-day extension of time for filing Part 363 Annual Reports. The
deadline for filing the annual report for fiscal years beginning after Dec 31, 2021 reverts to 90 or 120 days.

● CFPB targets unfair discrimination in consumer finance
It announced changes to its supervisory operations to better protect families and communities from illegal
discrimination, including in situations where fair lending laws may not apply.

● OCC publishes rule addressing authority for exemptions to suspicious activity requirements
Clarifies the OCC’s authority to issue exemptions from the requirements of those regulations based on a
request from a national bank or federal savings association. It will take effect on May 1, 2022.

Recent publications of interest (in English and Spanish):

● Press Article. Regulating the digital economy: a list of obligations and prohibitions for large platforms. January
2022.

● Press Article. How should artificial intelligence be regulated? January 2022.

● Press Article. Seven keys to financial regulation in 2022. January 2022.

● Press Article. The EU must have a framework on cryptos as soon as possible. January 2022.

Previous edition of our Weekly Financial Regulation Update in English.
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https://www.fdic.gov/news/financial-institution-letters/2022/fil22010.html?source=govdelivery&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-targets-unfair-discrimination-in-consumer-finance/
https://occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2022/nr-occ-2022-23.html
https://www.bbva.com/es/opinion/regulando-la-economia-digital-las-nuevas-normas-europeas-para-las-grandes-plataformas-digitales/
https://www.bbva.com/es/opinion/la-union-europea-decidida-a-regular-la-inteligencia-artificial/
https://www.bbva.com/es/siete-claves-de-la-regulacion-financiera-en-2022/
https://cincodias.elpais.com/cincodias/2022/01/02/companias/1641159661_261208.html
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/financial-regulation-weekly-update-march-11-2022/


DISCLAIMER
The present document does not constitute an “Investment Recommendation”, as defined in Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market abuse (“MAR”). In particular, this document does not
constitute “Investment Research” nor “Marketing Material”, for the purposes of article 36 of the Regulation (EU) 2017/565 of 25
April 2016 supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards organisational
requirements and operating conditions for investment firms and defined terms for the purposes of that Directive (MIFID II).

Readers should be aware that under no circumstances should they base their investment decisions on the information
contained in this document. Those persons or entities offering investment products to these potential investors are legally
required to provide the information needed for them to take an appropriate investment decision.

This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department. It is provided for information purposes only and expresses
data or opinions regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,
regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.

This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic
context or market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.

This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or
decision of any kind.

The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. Reproduction, transformation, distribution, public
communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process is prohibited,
except in cases where it is legally permitted or expressly authorised by BBVA on its website www.bbvaresearch.com.
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